Abstract AbstractBlocking
Introduction Introduction
Block-based discrete cosine transform (BDCT) • Calculation of DCT coefficients X(u,v) on shift block
• and
where is the intensity of the (k,l) pixel in sift block and N is the block size.
• Examples of various shift blocks Middle-and high-frequency coefficients testing -Test1 identifies the coefficient positions to find a batter solution
• Improvement of the image quality by slightly modifying numerous coefficients
• 12 testing operations with Lena at 0.25 bpp • Applying operations to each block type -Applying each operation in Table 5 for ten test images
• Classification of the shift blocks of each image (B1 to B16)
• Applying each operation in Table 5 to each block type
• Transformation by IDCT
• Summary of best results Algorithm steps -Based on the results of the prior three tests Fig. 6 . The flowchart of the proposed scheme. -Removing the column 6 coefficients of the block -Applying S 9 .3 and S 11 .3 
Conclusion Conclusion
Four-neighboring-block zero-masking 
